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Sequential combined Treatment of Pifithrin-a
and Posiphen Enhances Neurogenesis and
Functional Recovery After Stroke

Flavia Turcato1,2, Paul Kim1, Austin Barnett1, Yongming Jin1, Mike Scerba3,
Anthony Casey1, Warren Selman1, Nigel H. Greig3, and Yu Luo1

Abstract
Objective: Although cerebral ischemia can activate endogenous reparative processes, such as proliferation of endogenous
neural stem cells (NSCs) in the subventricular zone (SVZ) and subgranular zone (SGZ), the majority of these new cells die
shortly after injury and do not appropriately differentiate into neurons, or migrate and functionally integrate into the brain.
The purpose of this study was to examine a novel strategy for treatment of stroke after injury by optimizing the survival of
ischemia-induced endogenous NSCs in the SVZ and SGZ. Methods: Adult SVZ and SGZ NSCs were grown as neurospheres
in culture and treated with a p53 inactivator, pifithrin-a (PFT-a), and an amyloid precursor protein (APP)-lowering drug,
posiphen, and effects on neurosphere number, size and neuronal differentiation were evaluated. This combined sequential
treatment approach was then evaluated in mice challenged with middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAo). Locomotor
behavior and cognition were evaluated at 4 weeks, and the number of new surviving neurons was quantified in nestin creERT2-
YFP mice. Results: PFT-a and posiphen enhanced the self-renewal, proliferation rate and neuronal differentiation of adult SVZ
and SGZ NSCs in culture. Their sequential combination in mice challenged with MCAo-induced stroke mitigated locomotor
and cognitive impairments and increased the survival of SVZ and SGZ NSCs cells. PFT-a and the combined posiphenþPFT-a
treatment similarly improved locomotion behavior in stroke challenged mice. Notably, however, the combined treatment
provided significantly more potent cognitive function enhancement in stroke mice, as compared with PFT-a single treatment.
Interpretation: Delayed combined sequential treatment with an inhibitor of p53 dependent apoptosis (PFT-a) and APP
synthesis (posiphen) proved able to enhance stroke-induced endogenous neurogenesis and improve the functional recovery in
stroke animals. Whereas the combined sequential treatment provided no further improvement in locomotor function, as
compared with PFT-a alone treatment, suggesting a potential ceiling in the locomotion behavioral outcome in stroke animals,
combined treatment more potently augmented cognitive function recovery after stroke.
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Introduction

Stroke is one of the leading causes of death and disability

worldwide and places a heavy burden on the economy in our

society. Current treatment strategies for stroke primarily

focus on reducing the size of ischemic damage and on rescu-

ing dying cells early after occurrence. Treatments, such as

the use of thrombolytic agents, are often limited by a narrow

therapeutic time window1. However, regenerative processes

remain active within the brain from days to weeks after

stroke-induced damage occurs and, although these processes

are often inefficient, their optimization may provide

a second window for treatment2. Prior work by our
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group3–5 and others6,7 has demonstrated that modulating

endogenous neurogenesis represents a promising therapeutic

paradigm for the treatment of stroke. We previously demon-

strated that administration of pifithrin-a (PFT-a; 2 mg/kg), a

synthetic p53 inactivator that blocks p53-dependent apopto-

sis8, 5 days after stroke is able to enhance the proliferation

and migration of neural stem cells (NSCs) and inhibit the

apoptosis of newly born cells, resulting in improved beha-

vioral recovery in rodents with focal ischemia in the cerebral

cortex induced by 90 min middle cerebral artery occlusion

(MCAo)3. In cell culture studies, PFT-a (0.01–0.05 mM)

augmented the proliferation and survival of embryonic

NSCs, increasing both neurosphere number and diameter3;

a finding that later studies have likewise reproduced9.

Embryonic NSCs express relatively high levels of p5310

that appear to be critical for the induction of apoptosis to

prune excess neural progenitor cells (NPCs) during neonatal

development of the central nervous system11. p53 likewise

appears to be important in the self-renewal of adult NSCs12,

and studies in rodents suggest that the length of time that

neurogenesis can be maintained in the adult is dependent on

the capacity of stem cells in neurogenic regions of the brain

to proliferate, which is controlled at least in part by p5313.

Whether adult neurospheres respond to PFT-a-mediated p53

inactivation in the same manner as do embryonic neuro-

spheres remains unknown, but is of relevance to the endo-

genous regenerative processes that occur following a stroke

in the adult brain.

The microenvironment surrounding NSCs in the adult

brain is altered during focal ischemia and hypoxia as occur

in stroke, in which levels of key proteins with the capacity to

impact NSC proliferation and differentiation, such as amy-

loid precursor protein (APP), are upregulated14,15 and lead to

the potential to impair neurogenesis16–18. APP over expres-

sion, together with elevation of its toxic metabolite amyloid-

b peptide (Ab), can be inhibited in neuronal cultures, the

brain of animals and in humans by the experimental drugs

(-)-phenserine (phenserine) and (þ)-phenserine (posi-

phen)19–21. In the light of phenserine’s ability to inhibit neu-

ronal apoptosis following ischemia/reperfusion injury and

reduce stroke volume22, together with posiphen’s ability to

enhance the neuronal differentiation and migration of trans-

planted as well as endogenous NSCs in hippocampus and

cortex in mice16,23,24, these agents hold promise to optimize

the neuroregenerative processes that occur following a

stroke. To enhance both the activation and sequential expan-

sion of NSCs in vivo, in this study we examined the efficacy

of a sequential PFT-a and posiphen combination for the

treatment of stroke in mice.

Materials and Methods

SVZ and SGZ Neural Stem Cell Culture

Primary stem cell cultures were obtained from C57BL/6 J

mice at 4–6 weeks of age. After euthanization, whole brains

were immediately harvested and dissected under micro-

scope to obtain the subventricular zone (SVZ) or subgra-

nular zone (SGZ) tissue. After mechanical dissociation

with a stab knife, the tissue fragments were processed using

trypsin and resuspended as individual cells at a density of

104 cells/cm2 in neurobasal media with growth factors epi-

dermal growth factor (EGF) and basic fibroblast growth

factor (bFGF) (NBM-GF). Subsequent passaging of cells

was performed using Accutase® (Innovative #AT-104, San

Diego, CA, USA) every 7 days until the cells established

viable lines, and cellular debris was naturally diminished

after each passage. At day 4 of each passage, the prolifer-

ating spheres were fed with NBM-GF. We used neuro-

spheres at passage P3–P8 in this study.

Neurosphere Proliferation Assay

After dissociation the neurospheres during passaging, indi-

vidual cells were plated at a density of 104 cells/cm2 in an

untreated 96-well plate in 100 ml of NBM-GF with the cho-

sen drug treatment (or vehicle, in the case of control sam-

ples). On day 4, 100 ml of NBM-GF with drug treatment (or

vehicle) was fed to each well. On day 7, images of each well

were taken using a GelCount machine (Oxford Optronix,

Abingdon, UK). Though most spheres will be tagged auto-

matically using the GelCount software set to the appropriate

user-set parameters, each image was manually reviewed and

tags were added/removed manually to ensure proper inclu-

sion of neurospheres and exclusion of non-specific debris.

From the GelCount data output, neurosphere count and dia-

meter data was obtained and analyzed statistically.

Neurosphere Differentiation Assay and
Sequential Treatment

Briefly, glass coverslips in an untreated 24-well plate were

coated with poly-ornithine and laminin. After splitting neu-

rospheres during passaging, individual cells were plated at a

density of 104 cells/cm2 in 500 ml of NBM-GF with PFT-a or

vehicle. Every other day (i.e. on days 2, 4, etc.), 250 ml of

media was removed from each well and 300 ml of fresh

NBM-GF (with PFT-a or vehicle) was added. When the

attached cells reached approximately 80% confluency

(around day 5), all NBM-GF within each well was gently

removed and immediately replaced with neurobasal media

without growth factors (NBM) along with either posiphen or

vehicle. Each well was fed daily, thereafter, by removing

250 ml of the media and adding 300 ml of the media contain-

ing the respective drug or vehicle. On day 7 after complete

replacement of the NBM-GF, the wells were fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 20 min at room temperature

and stored in phosphate-buffered saline at 4oC until ready

to stain. The wells were probed with primary antibodies in

1:500 dilution (rabbit anti-microtubule associated protein

2 [MAP2; Millipore AB5622, Burlington, MA, USA]) over-

night at 4oC and subsequently with fluorescent secondary
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antibodies (Alexa Fluor by Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA,

USA). The glass coverslips were then carefully removed

from each well and mounted on a microscope slide (neuronal

attachment-side facing down) in Mowiol containing 4’,6-

diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Sigma, St. Louis, MO,

USA). Two to three coverslips were analyzed per condition.

Random selections of field in each coverslip were chosen

and imaged by Stereo Investigator software (MBF

Bioscience, Williston, VT, USA), and quantitative data was

obtained by using NIH ImageJ software. A total of 8–10

images at 40� were analyzed for each condition.

Murine Model of Transient Focal Ischemia

Transient MCAo was induced in male 10–12-week-old

C57/BL6 mice (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine,

USA) or male NestincreERT2-YFP mice (C57/BL6 con-

genic background, 10–12-week-old) mice as described in

our previous studies5. Briefly, transient MCAo was induced

by an intraluminal suture method. Mice were anaesthetized

with isoflurane and a midline neck incision was made to

expose the left common carotid artery (lCCA). The isolated

lCCA was temporarily ligated with a silk suture during the

whole period of occlusion. The left external carotid artery

(lECA), and the left internal carotid artery (lICA) were also

isolated by dissection of fascia. The lICA was clamped with

an artery clamp above a loose suture tie around the lICA. The

lECA was ligated and cut to make a lECA stump. A nylon

filament suture with a silicon coated tip (Doccol Co., Sharon,

MA, USA) was inserted into the lECA stump and further

pushed along the lumen of the internal carotid artery while

the clamp was released, and then the tie around lICA was

tightened. After 35 min of occlusion, the nylon suture was

gently removed from the left middle cerebral artery (lMCA)

to allow reperfusion of the lMCA territory. The lECA stump

was permanently ligated, and the temporary ligation of the

lCCA and lICA were removed to allow normal blood flow to

the brain. During the surgery, mice were placed above a

temperature controlled heating blanket to maintain normal

body temperature and, after the 35-min occlusion, the skin

wound was sutured closed and the mice were placed in a

heated animal intensive care unit chamber until recovery. To

ensure consistent and successful blockage of the middle

cerebral artery, we monitored ischemia in all animals by

Laser Doppler flowmetry (PeriFlux System 5000, Perimed,

Järfälla-Stockholm, Sweden).

Treatment

On post-stroke day 3, animals were randomly assigned into

two equal groups and subjected to locomotion behavioral

tests to confirm similar behavioral deficits between groups.

PFT-a (2 mg/kg/day) or vehicle (10% dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO) in saline) was injected daily intra-peritoneally for

7 days starting from post-stroke day 5. This well-tolerated

dose and time of PFT-a were selected from our prior study

and other subsequent studies using similar treatment para-

digms3,25,26. At 24 h after the last injection of PFT-a, ani-

mals received 25 mg/kg/day posiphen for 14 consecutive

days subcutaneously administered via an Alzet osmotic

pump (Durect Corp., Cupertino, CA, USA; Alzet pump

#2002). This equates to an equivalent posiphen dose of

120 mg daily in a 60-kg human, following normalization

of body surface area between the two species in accord with

United States Food and Drug Administration guidelines

(US FDA)27. Single doses of up to 160 mg posiphen have

been administered to humans21. This treatment window for

posiphen was chosen because transient amplification of the

NSCs follows the self-renewal of NSCs. Since the in vitro

data suggest that PFT-a increases the self-renewal of NSCs

and posiphen enhances the size of NSCs neurospheres

(a cellular event that is likely due to increased expansion

of transient amplifying cells), sequential treatment with posi-

phen following PFT-a treatment was evaluated in this study.

As both SVZ and SGZ NSCs have been shown to be acti-

vated from 1–2 weeks after stroke, and because newly born

cells formed in the 1st week after MCAo appear to survive

for up to 3–4 weeks,28–31 posiphen was administered for

2 weeks following PFT-a treatment. Control mice were

implanted with alike Alzet pumps that were filled with phy-

siological saline. PFT-a (>99% chemical purity) and posi-

phen (>99% chemical and chiral purity, in the form of its

water-soluble tartrate salt) were synthesized in accord with

our prior studies8,32.

Behavioral Assays

Locomotor function. Animals were placed in an Accuscan

activity monitor (Columbus, OH, USA) one day before and

3, 10 and 24 days after MCAo for behavioral evaluation over

a 1 h duration, as previously described33. The monitor pos-

sesses 16 horizontal and 8 vertical infrared sensors that are

spaced 2.5 cm apart. Each animal was placed in a 42� 42 �
31 cm Plexiglas open box for 60 min. The total horizontal

activity (the total number of beam interruptions that occurred

for the horizontal sensors) and the total vertical activity (the

total number of beam interruptions that occurred for the

vertical sensors) were calculated using the automated Versa-

max software (Accuscan). This behavioral test was automat-

ically monitored by a computer and associated software, and

thereby avoided any potential observer bias.

Novel Object Recognition. The novel object recognition (NOR)

test was used to evaluate cognitive deficits at post-stroke

week 4, as described previously34. On the day before train-

ing, mice were allowed to explore the experimental appara-

tus (a dark gray open field box) for 5 min without the

presence of any testing objects. During the training phase,

mice were placed in the experimental apparatus for 5 min

with two identical objects. After a retention interval of 24 h,

mice were placed back into the arena in which one of the

familiar objects was replaced by a novel one for the test trial.
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The kind of object presented during the training as well as its

position during the test trial were counterbalanced and ran-

domly permutated. The testing trail was recorded by camera

and the time near each of the objects together with the fre-

quency for visiting each of the objects was scored at a later

time by an observer blinded to the treatment. A mouse was

scored as exploring an object whenever it was within 1 cm

from the object and facing it. The new object preference

index (PI) was calculated as follows PI ¼ (time near new

object�time near familiar object)/(time near new

objectþtime near familiar object). Objects were cleaned

with 70% ethanol between each animal to remove any odor

cues. Animals that did not explore both objects for more than

30 s over the course of the 5-min test session (i.e. less than

10% of the total test time) were excluded from the analysis.

In vivo SVZ and SGZ NSCs Labeling and Quantification

Male nestin-CreERT2-R26R-YFP mice (8–10 weeks old)

were administered tamoxifen (TAM) (dissolved in 10%
EtOH/90% sunflower oil) by gavage feeding at a dose of

180 mg/kg daily for 5 consecutive days. This dosing regimen

was previously demonstrated to provide maximal recombi-

nation with minimal mortality and successfully monitored

the activated SVZ NSCs by stroke5,33. For NSC fate map-

ping, TAM treated mice received MCAo surgery 10 days

after the last TAM administration, and mice were perfused

at 4 weeks post-stroke to harvest the brain for immunostain-

ing. This time frame was specifically chosen to label NSCs

in adult mice before the introduction of MCAo but also allow

the clearance of TAM from mice at the time of MCAo to

prevent labeling of reactive astrocytes, which also upregu-

late nestin expression after a stroke.

At 4 weeks after stroke, mice were perfused transcardially

with a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, pH 7.4) in

0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB, pH 7.4). Brains were removed

from the skull, post-fixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4�C, and

sequentially transferred to 20% and 30% sucrose in 0.1 M

phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 solutions overnight. Brains were

frozen on dry ice and sectioned on a cryostat to obtain cor-

onal sections of 25 mm in thickness. These sections were then

incubated with blocking buffer for 1 h. A series of primary

antibodies were prepared in the blocking buffer and the sec-

tions were incubated in the solution overnight. The antibodies

used were rabbit anti-GFP (green fluorescent protein)

(1:1000; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). After incubation

with primary antibody solution, the sections were washed and

incubated for 4 h at room temperature in diluted secondary

antibody prepared with blocking solution (secondary antibody

conjugated with Alexa 488, 1:1000; Life Technologies, Carls-

bad, CA, USA). The sections were then washed with Tween

tris-buffered saline (TTBS), mounted and coverslipped.

Images were acquired using an Olympus microscope (Shin-

juku, Tokyo, Japan). Omission of primary or secondary anti-

bodies resulted in no staining and served as negative controls.

Group and treatment information were blinded to the image

analyzer. Quantification of total yellow fluorescent protein

(YFP) cells was performed as described previously5.

Quantification of Brain Atrophy in Stroke Animals

One set of post-stroke 4-week brain sections (25 mm) were

mounted on slides. The sections were then stained in 10%
Giemsa KH2PO4 buffered solution (pH 4.5) for 30 min at

40�C. After a brief rinse, slides were de-stained, differen-

tiated, and dehydrated in absolute ethanol. Thereafter, the

sections were cleared in xylene and then coverslipped.

Slides were scanned in a Path Scan Enabler IV slide scan-

ner, and areas of the brain images were quantified using

ImageJ software. The calculation formula of atrophy rate is

as follows:P
(area of contralateral side - area of stroke side) /

P
area

of contralateral side.

Statistics

Results are expressed by mean + standard error of the

mean (SEM) of the indicated number of experiments.

Statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t test,

and one- or two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), as

appropriate, with Student–Newman–Keuls post-hoc tests

or Bonferroni post-hoc tests for repeated behavioral mea-

surements. A p-value equal to or less than 0.05 was con-

sidered as statistically significant.

Results

PFT-a or Posiphen Increases the Self-Renewal and
Proliferation Rate of Adult SVZ and SGZ NSCs
in Culture

Our previous study demonstrated that PFT-a increases the

self-renewal and proliferation of embryonic NSCs in vitro5.

In this study, we examined whether PFT-a or posiphen treat-

ment has similar effects on adult SVZ NSCs. SVZ neuro-

sphere cultures were hence established from adult mice

(4–5 weeks old) and passaged in the presence of EGF and

bFGF. Drug treatment was initiated at the time of passaging

and lasted for 7 days until the number and size of neuro-

spheres were analyzed. Our data shows that PFT-a (0.01–

0.05 mM) treatment dose-dependently increased the total

number of neurospheres formed, suggesting that PFT-a
increases the self-renewal property of the SVZ NSCs (p <

0.05, ANOVA, statistical analysis results shown in Figure

1(a), n ¼ 6–8 wells for each condition). This result is con-

sistent with our previously observed effects of PFT-a in

embryonic NSC cultures5. Interestingly, in adult SVZ neuro-

sphere cultures, PFT-a decreased the size (i.e. diameter of

neurospheres) of SVZ spheres (p < 0.05, ANOVA, statistical

analysis results shown in Figure 1(b)); a result that is oppo-

site from the action of PFT-a on embryonic SVZ cultures.

This suggests that whereas PFT-a augments the self-renewal

of SVZ NSCs it decreases the proliferation of its progeny in
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Figure 1. PFT-a increases the number of adult SVZ neurospheres (a) and decreases the size of individual neurosphere (b). (c) represen-
tative image of neurospheres under different treatment condition. (d) PFT-a increases the number of SGZ neurospheres (d). There is no
difference in the neurosphere size for the concentration of PFT-a tested. Meanþ SEM. *, p < 0.05 and **, p < 0.01 compared with control,
ANOVA. N ¼ 6–8 wells each condition. ANOVA: analysis of variance; DMSO: dimethyl sulfoxide; NSC: neural stem cell; PFT-a: pifithrin-a;
SEM: standard error of the mean; SGZ: subgranular zone; SVZ: subventricular zone.
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adult SVZ NSCs. In accord with this, PFT-a had similar

effects on adult hippocampal SGZ NSC neurosphere number

(p < 0.05, ANOVA, Figure 1(d)) but did not alter neuro-

sphere size in SGZ cultures (Figure 1(e)). This suggests that

p53 may play a similar role in the regulation of self-renewal

in both SVZ and SGZ NSCs, but might play differential roles

regarding the expansion of these two population of NSCs in

adulthood.

Posiphen (0.1–1.0 mM) treatment induced no difference

in SVZ neural sphere number (Figure 2(a)) but increased the

average size of individual neurospheres (p < 0.05, ANOVA,

Figure 2(b)), a result that is consistent with our previous

finding in embryonic SVZ NSCs cultures23. This suggests

that posiphen does not affect the self-renewal (stemness) of

the NSCs but increases the proliferation rate of progeny cells

(the activated NSCs and transient proliferating cells). Con-

sistently, posiphen demonstrated similar effects on adult hip-

pocampal SGZ NSCs (Figure 2(d) and Figure 2(e) (p < 0.05,

ANOVA)), suggesting that posiphen enhances the prolifera-

tion rate of each neurosphere colony without changing the

number of cells that maintained the stemness in both adult

SVZ and SGZ NSCs.

PFT-a or Posiphen Increases MAP2 Positive Cells
in a NSC Differentiation Assay in Culture

To evaluate the effects of combined sequential treatment of

PFT-a and posiphen on the proliferation and differentiation/

survival of NSCs, we utilized the sequential proliferation/

differentiation protocol, as previously described35. This pro-

liferation/differentiation protocol utilizes an attached mono-

layer of NSCs to allow the evaluation of sequential

proliferation and differentiation/survival of NSCs, and it

additionally enables the sequential treatment of NSCs with

different agents. Specifically, NSCs were treated with either

PFT-a (DIV 1–5), posiphen (DIV 6–12) or combined treat-

ment (PFT-a DIV 1–5 followed by posiphen (DIV 6–12).

Our data (Figure 3) showed that either PFT-a (Figure 3(b))

or posiphen (Figure 3(c)) treatment alone increased the total

percentage of MAP2 positive cells per image field (Figure

3(e), p < 0.05, ANOVA). Combined treatment (Figure 3(d))

was not able to further increase the percentage of MAP2-

positive cells derived from adult SVZ NSCs (Figure 3(e), p

¼ 0.579 PFT-a versus combined and p ¼ 0.784 posiphen

versus combined, ANOVA).

Combined PFT-a and Posiphen Treatment Increases
Surviving SVZ and SGZ NSCs Cells in Stroke Mice and
Decreases the Atrophy Rate at 4 Weeks After Stroke

To examine the effect of combined PFT- a and posiphen treat-

ment on SVZ and SGZ NSCs within the brain of stroke ani-

mals, we utilized nestin creERT2-YFP mice as they can be

used to label, track, and phenotype stem cells and their progeny

in the adult SVZ and SGZ36 (see Figure 4 for experimental

timeline). The use of these mice allowed the specific labeling

of NSCs within their brain 10 days prior to the induction of

stroke and the analyses of the number of NSCs and their pro-

geny (YFPþ cells) within the area adjacent to the striatum

infarct core and the hippocampus at 4 weeks post-stroke in

vehicle as well as PFT-a and posiphen combined treatment

groups. We and others have shown that administration of TAM

10 days before MCAo provides specific labeling of SVZ and

SGZ NSCs5,31,37. As demonstrated in Figure 5, the total num-

ber of YFPþ cells within the area adjoining the SVZ, adjacent

to the ischemic striatal area, proved to be elevated in the com-

bined PFT-a and posiphen treated stroke mouse group, as com-

pared with the vehicle-treated control group (Figure 5, p < 0.05,

Student’s t test, n¼ 7). In contrast, the contralateral side had no

or minimal elevation or migration of SVZ YFPþ cells, similar

to previous reports (data not shown)5,31,37. For the hippocampal

NSCs, at 4 weeks post-stroke we observed an increased number

of YFPþ cells on the ipsilateral side of the dentate gyrus in the

combined PFT-a and posiphen treatment group as compared

with the vehicle group (Figure 6, two-way ANOVA, treatment

versus vehicle: F1, 29¼ 6.445, p¼ 0.017, post-hoc analysis p

¼ 0.045 for ipsilateral side, n¼ 7 for each group); suggesting

an enhanced proliferation or survival of newly generated cells

within the hippocampus consequent to combined PFT-a and

posiphen treatment. Because enhanced neurogenesis after

stroke has been reported previously to lead to decreased atro-

phy rate in the ipsilateral brain26,36,37, we also examined the

degree of atrophy in vehicle or combined treatment post-stroke

brain at 4 weeks. Our results demonstrate (Figure 7) that, con-

sistent with our previous studies, combined sequential treat-

ment in post-stroke animals, indeed, led to decreased atrophy in

the stroke hemisphere; potentially due to the enhanced neuro-

genesis. Although magnetic resonance imaging scanning was

not carried out to determine the extent of the acute infarct in this

study, due to the fact that behavioral screening demonstrated

that the two groups had similar behavioral deficits at post-

stroke day 3 and the treatment was not initiated until post-

stroke day 5 when acute neuronal apoptosis is no longer

active3, the difference in brain atrophy evaluated at 4 weeks

post-stroke is not likely due to differences in initial infarct area

but, rather, derives from altered neurogenesis or neurorepair.

Delayed PFT-a and Posiphen Combined Treatment
Increased the Locomotor Activity in Post-Stroke Mice

As PFT-a increased the self-renewal of NSCs and posiphen

increased the proliferation and expansion of clonal NSCs in

our cellular studies, we hypothesized that sequential and

combined treatment with PFT-a and posiphen might lead

to sustained enhancement of activation and proliferation of

NSCs in vivo, which, in turn, might have a positive impact

on post-stroke functional recovery. To test this hypothesis,

we treated post-stroke animals with PFT-a for 7 days at

2 mg/kg/day, a dose that proved effective in rats in our

previous studies23, starting from post-stroke day 5. Then,

after 7 days of PFT-a treatment, animals received 14 days

of posiphen treatment at 25 mg/kg/day (see Figure 4 for
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Figure 2. Posiphen has no effect on the number of adult SVZ neurospheres (a) or SGZ neurospheres (d) and increases the size of individual
neurosphere originated from SVZ (b) and SGZ (e). (c) and (f) representative image of SVZ or SGZ neurospheres under different treatment
condition. (d) PFT-a increases the number of SGZ neurospheres (d). There is no difference in the neurosphere size for the concentration of
PFT-a tested. Meanþ SEM. *, p < 0.05 and **, p < 0.01 compared with control, ANOVA. N¼ 6–8 wells each condition. ANOVA: analysis of
variance; NSC: neural stem cell; PFT-a: pifithrin-a; SEM: standard error of the mean; SGZ: subgranular zone; SVZ: subventricular zone.
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experimental timeline). This posiphen dose is equivalent to a

120 mg daily in a 60-kg human, following normalization of

body surface area between mice and humans in accord with

US FDA guidelines27, and proved well tolerated in humans

when split across 24 h21 (as was achieved in the present

study by administration via osmotic pump). Our data showed

that the two experimental groups (control and treatment

(PFT-aþposiphen) group) had no difference in their baseline

locomotion activity, as demonstrated by the same horizontal

and vertical activity scores in the pre-stroke evaluation test.

Figure 4. Experimental timeline. To label endogenous NSCs, nestin creERT2-YFP mice received five TAM treatments to label SVZ and SGZ
NSCs 10 days before stroke surgery. For the behavioral test, C57bl/6j mice were used without TAM treatment. All animals were subjected
to pre and post-stroke day 3 locomotion tests to ensure that two equal groups of animals were randomly assigned to either control group
or treatment group. At post-stroke day 5 treatment group received PFT-a treatment for 7 days and posiphen treatment for 14 days.
Control animals receive 10% DMSO in saline for 7 days and saline only for 14 days. Animals were subjected to locomotion tests and NOR
tests on the indicated days. Brains were harvested at 4 weeks post-stroke to quantify YFPþ cells. DMSO: dimethyl sulfoxide; MCAo: middle
cerebral artery occlusion; NOR: novel object recognition; NSC: neural stem cell; PFT-a: pifithrin-a; SGZ: subgranular zone; SVZ: subven-
tricular zone; TAM: tamoxifen; YFP: yellow fluorescent protein.

Figure 3. Compared with control (saline) (a), PFT-a (b) or posiphen (c) increases the total number of MAP2þ neuronal cells following NSC
differentiation. Sequential and combined PFT-a and posiphen treatment (d) does not further enhance the effect of PFT-a or posiphen single
treatment. Quantification of the percentage of MAP2þ cells is shown in panel (e). MeanþSEM. *, p < 0.05 compared with control, ANOVA.
No significant difference among groups 2, 3 and 4. ANOVA: analysis of variance; DAPI: 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; MAP2: microtubule
associated protein 2; NSC: neural stem cell; PFT-a: pifithrin-a; SEM: standard error of the mean.
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At 3 days after stroke, both groups showed a similar signif-

icant decrease in both horizontal and vertical activity scores,

which reflected the influence of MCAo in their locomotion

function (Figure 8(a) and (b)). This acute post-stroke day 3

locomotion activity evaluation showed no difference

between the two groups of mice, confirming the occurrence

of similar stroke defects between the two groups before

treatment initiation. After treatment, mice that received

post-stroke PFT-a and posiphen treatment (n ¼ 17) showed

enhanced recovery in motor function compared with

vehicle-treated mice (n ¼ 17), demonstrated by significant

increases in both their horizontal activity and vertical activity

scores (HACTV; Figure 8(a), two-way ANOVA for repeated

measurements, treatment versus vehicle: F1,135 ¼ 7.547, p ¼
0.007), vertical activity (VACT; Figure 8(b), treatment versus

vehicle: F1, 135 ¼ 4.088, p ¼ 0.045). Post-hoc pair wise com-

parison revealed that combined PFT-a and posiphen treatment

administered post-stroke demonstrated a significant enhance-

ment in both horizontal activity and VACT on post-stroke day

10, (Figure 8, Bonferri post-hoc analysis, ANOVA, p¼ 0.007

of horizontal activity and p¼ 0.013 for VACT). The effects of

this combined treatment plateaued at 24 days after stroke,

providing scores that remained significantly improved com-

pared with vehicle-treated mice in horizontal activity (p ¼
0.012) but no longer in VACT (p ¼ 0.106); an effect that

we have observed in a previous study using a sonic hedgehog

agonist, suggesting that spontaneous recovery in VACT might

reach a ceiling during later time points after stroke. To deter-

mine whether combined sequential treatment of PFT-a and

posiphen is more potent than PFT-a treatment alone in rela-

tion to locomotion behavioral improvement, we compared the

percentage of improvement in both HACTV and VACT in

this study to results published in our previous study using

PFT-a only treatment3. As shown in Table 1, combined

PFT-a and posiphen treatment does not lead to significant

further improvement of the locomotor behavioral function

as compared with PFT-a treatment alone.

In the light of our in vitro neurosphere analysis demon-

strating a PFT-a and posiphen-induced enhancement of self-

renewal and proliferation in hippocampal SGZ NSCs cells in

addition to SVZ NSCs, we evaluated cognitive function in

post-stroke mice from our study. Specifically, stroke-

induced functional deficits in learning and memory were

evaluated in vehicle, PFT-a only and combined treatment

groups at 4 weeks post-MCAo by NOR assay. Previous

studies have shown that stroke induces deficits in NOR tasks

in mice38,39. In accord with this, as demonstrated in

Figure 9(a) and (b), mice administered vehicle lacked the

ability to discriminate between the novel versus original

objects at 4 weeks after stroke, whereas those that received

the combined PFT-a and posiphen treatment showed a

higher preference to the novel object, in relation to both the

frequency of visits to and time spent at the novel object

(Figure 9(a) and 9(b), p < 0.05 and p ¼ 0.06, ANOVA, n

¼ 9 for each group), as compared with vehicle-treated mice.

In addition, the combined treatment group showed a signif-

icantly higher discrimination index when compared with the

PFT-a only group in relation to time spent at the novel object

(Figure 9(a), p < 0.05). Together, these data indicate that

combined PFT-a and posiphen treatment enhanced cognitive

function in stroke mice and proved to be more potent than

PFT-a treatment alone in this paradigm.

Discussion

The effective time-dependent treatment window (4.5 h dura-

tion) of tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), the only US

FDA-approved stroke therapy, limits its application to a rel-

atively small percentage of patients, thereby rendering the

Figure 5. Post-stroke combined treatment with PFT-a and posi-
phen increased the total migrating number of YFPþ cells adjacent
to the infarct core at 4 weeks following MCAo, as compared with
the vehicle-treated control group. The total YFPþ cells were cal-
culated using multiple sections following stereological principles
described in the Methods Section. MeanþSEM. * indicates p <
0.05, Student’s t test; n ¼ 7 per group. Scale bar ¼ 100 mm. MCAo:
middle cerebral artery occlusion; PFT-a: pifithrin-a; SEM: standard
error of the mean; YFP: yellow fluorescent protein.
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development of a successful delayed treatment for stroke an

urgent need in the light of the 6.2 million deaths that occur

worldwide annually. Previous work by our group3–5 and

others1 has demonstrated that optimizing the endogenous

neurogenesis process that is triggered following a stroke

represents a promising novel therapeutic strategy.

Adult hippocampal neurogenesis is believed to perform a

key role in memory function and mood, with the develop-

ment and integration of adult-born neurons following a pro-

gression of morphological and physiological events that

proceed over several weeks duration40–43. The conventional

view is that adult neurogenesis recapitulates the processes

involved in neuronal development during embryogenesis.44

During development, the central nervous system undergoes

massive waves of neuronal expansion accompanied by neu-

ronal death that are necessary for cellular selection and spe-

cification; as only a very small fraction of newly formed

neurons receive the required trophic support and are selected

for survival in an activity-dependent manner45. Develop-

mental apoptosis is hence fundamental to the creation of the

correct neuronal connections and, in large part, is under-

pinned by p53 and its downstream signaling cascade, that

provide a crucial convergent checkpoint to selectively era-

dicate newborn neurons that are not selected for differentia-

tion and integration into the preexisting neuronal network.

Figure 6. Post-stroke combined treatment with PFT-a and posiphen increased the total number of YFPþ cells within the ipsilateral side of
the hippocampus at 4 weeks following MCAo, as compared with the vehicle-treated control group. Total YFPþ cells were calculated using
3–5 sections per animal and are shown as average total cells per section. MeanþSEM. #indicates p < 0.05, control versus treatment
(combined PFT-a and posiphen), two-way ANOVA. *indicates p < 0.05, Student–Newman–Keuls post-hoc analysis; n ¼ 7 per group.
ANOVA: analysis of variance; MCAo: middle cerebral artery occlusion; PFT-a: pifithrin-a; SEM: standard error of the mean; YFP: yellow
fluorescent protein.

Figure 7. Post-stroke combined treatment with PFT-a and posiphen
resulted in decreased brain atrophy in the stroke cerebral hemisphere
at 4 weeks. MeanþSEM. * indicates p < 0.05, Student’s t test; n¼ 12–
13 per group. PFT-a: pifithrin-a; SEM: standard error of the mean.
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p53 is hence highly expressed in proliferating and early dif-

ferentiating NPCs within both the embryonic and adult

rodent brain12,46. Indeed, within the adult SVZ, p53 deletion

increases the proliferation and survival of NSCs, and within

the embryonic olfactory bulb an absence of p53 is associated

with an elevation in the proliferation rate and neuronal dif-

ferentiation of neurospheres12,45,46.

Adult hippocampal neurogenesis has been observed

across vertebrate species47, with its basal rate generating a

significant proportion of adult-generated functional

neurons48,49. This rate is elevated by voluntary exercise, an

enriched environment, as well pathological conditions such

as ischemia and seizures41,50,51. In pathological conditions,

such as ischemia and hypoxia, the microenvironment of the

brain is very different from the healthy state, in which levels

of key proteins with the capacity to impact NSC proliferation

and differentiation are upregulated and can lead to compro-

mised neurogenesis, as would be predicted under conditions

that upregulate p53. We previously demonstrated that the

administration of PFT-a (2 mg/kg) starting at 5 days after

stroke is able to enhance the proliferation and migration of

NSCs, and inhibit the apoptosis of newly born cells, resulting

in improved behavioral recovery3. Our current studies both

validate and extend this past research defining the role of p53

inactivation on NSCs in both the SVZ and SGZ niches.

A notable protein that is dramatically upregulated by

ischemia, hypoxia and neuronal injury is APP14,15,52,53 that

Figure 8. Post-stroke combined PFT-a and posiphen treatment
enhanced functional recovery in locomotor function in stroke
mice (a). Total horizontal activity and (b) total vertical activity over
a 60-min duration measured by automatic open field locomotion
chambers at different time points in vehicle or treatment groups.
MeanþSEM. *or ** p < 0.05 or p < 0.01, two-way ANOVA vehicle
versus treatment. # or ##, p < 0.05 or p < 0.01, post-hoc Bonfer-
roni test vehicle versus treatment for each time point (n ¼ 17 for
each group). ANOVA: analysis of variance; PFT-a: pifithrin-a; SEM:
standard error of the mean.

Table 1. Comparison of the single and combined treatment.

PFT-a only (a) PFT-aþposiphen (b) *p-value

% of vehicle SEM % of vehicle SEM (a) versus (b)

HACTV 119.4 5.4 126.5 9.8 0.54
VACT 118.3 8 120.7 11.6 0.86

HACTV: horizontal activity, total number of beam interruptions that
occurred in the horizontal sensor during a given sample period; PFT-a:
pifithrin-a; VACT: vertical activity, total number of beam interruptions that
occurred in the vertical sensor during a given sample period; SEM: standard
error of the mean.
Data presented as % of vehicle group at 4 weeks post-stroke.
*Student’s t test.

Figure 9. Post-stroke combined PFT-a and posiphen treatment
enhanced cognitive function in stroke mice. The discrimination index
for (a) NOR time spent and (b) NOR frequency of visits showed that
the combined treatment group possessed improved cognitive func-
tion in this paradigm, as compared with either the control group or
PFT-a only group. MeanþSEM *p < 0.05 control versus combined
treatment group, # < 0.05 PFT-a only group versus combined treat-
ment group. (n ¼ 7–9 each group). NOR: novel object recognition;
PFT-a: pifithrin-a; SEM: standard error of the mean.
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is best known as the parent molecule of the hallmark

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) neurotoxin, amyloid-b peptide

(Ab) that accumulates within the brains of patients with

AD and related disorders54. Although much has been eluci-

dated regarding the proteolytic processing of APP in the

generation of Ab, the function of APP has yet to be fully

clarified. APP is an integral membrane protein that is

expressed in cells from many tissues, but is found in partic-

ularly high levels within neurons concentrated at synapses.

A role for APP has been linked to synapse formation, neural

plasticity, iron transport, and the differentiation of NSCs to

generate cells of either neuronal or glial lineage16,54–56. APP

is considered an acute response protein, because of rapid

changes in its expression following neuronal stress, whether

induced by neuronal silencing, oxidative stress, inflamma-

tion or elevated iron levels57.

The biological relevance of such APP upregulation

remains to be fully elucidated. Acutely, elevated APP lev-

els may be detrimental to the ischemic brain, as APP over-

expressing animals have larger infarct areas than their

wild-type littermates58,59, and the anti-apoptotic, APP low-

ering drug (-)-phenserine reduces stroke volume and

improves behavioral outcome measures22. More chroni-

cally, abnormally high levels of APP brain expression can

impair neurogenesis60; leading to eventual glial, rather than

neuronal cell differentiation of NSCs16,54–56. Additionally,

neurotoxic Ab peptide deriving from APP amyloidogenic

processing has been found to accumulate in vulnerable

neurons in the post-ischemic hippocampus61, in accord

with the finding that patients with stroke and cerebral

infarction are at high risk for AD62,63.

The experimental AD drugs posiphen as well as (-)-phen-

serine interact via the 5’-untranslated region of APP mRNA

to inhibit ribosomal access and block APP translation19,20,57.

In neuronal cultures and the brain of wild-type and AD

transgenic mice, Posiphen and (-)-phenserine have been

demonstrated to lower APP and Ab levels16,20 in a dose-

dependent fashion and thus represent interesting candidate

drugs to reduce APP, as well as toxic products deriving from

it, in stroke. Posiphen has proven to be well tolerated orally

in phase I clinical trials in healthy human volunteers, allow-

ing acute dose escalation to 160 mg and demonstrating a no

observed adverse effect level of 80 mg21. In a proof-of-

mechanism study in mild cognitive impairment subjects, a

4�60 mg daily (i.e. a total of 120 mg) posiphen dose lowered

cerebrospinal fluid levels of APP by up to 59.9% without

toxicity and, additionally, significantly lowered cerebrosp-

inal fluid levels of tau and inflammatory markers21. In light

of previous studies suggesting that elevated levels of p53 and

APP occur in and are detrimental to ischemic brain, may

impact NSC survival and induce the differentiation of endo-

genous NPCs away from a neuronal phenotype, we com-

bined approaches to lower p53 activation and APP levels

in stoke as a therapeutic strategy.

Our study demonstrated enhanced functional recovery in

stroke animals treated with sequential PFT-a and posiphen.

Specifically, delayed treatment of PFT-a followed by posi-

phen significantly improved locomotion function as well as

cognitive function in memory and learning at 1 month after

stroke (Figures 8 and 9). In this study, we first examined the

effects of PFT-a and posiphen on neurosphere formation

from adult mouse SVZ and SGZ. There are multiple cell

types that reside in adult neurogenic niches. For example,

self-renewing NPCs in the SVZ are glial fibrillary acidic

protein and nestin positive, slowly dividing astrocytes,

which are also called type B cells. Type B cells proliferate

and produce transit-amplifying progenitor cells, which are

also called type C cells. Type C cells proliferate rapidly and

differentiate into neuroblasts (type A cells). Type A neuro-

blasts then migrate into target regions and terminally differ-

entiate into various cell types47. Our data suggest that in

adult SVZ neurosphere cultures, PFT-a treatment increases

the total number of neurosphere formations; however, it also

decreases the size of the neurosphere. This suggests that

PFT-a may maintain the self-renewal property of adult SVZ

NSCs (type B cells) at the expense of NSC expansion (type C

and type A cells). Interestingly, posiphen treatment proved

able to increase the size of neurospheres without changing

the total number of neurospheres, suggesting that APP might

be involved in the regulation of expansion of type B and type

A cells. Stroke has been shown to be able to activate type B

cells, which is followed by the expansion of type C and type

A cells. Given the temporal sequence of the cellular events,

we therefore evaluated whether sequential and combined

treatment with PFT-a and the APP inhibitor posiphen could

increase MAP2þ neuronal cells following differentiation in

vitro and the number of newly generated NSCs cells within

the SVZ and SGZ in vivo. Our results showed that both PFT-

a and posiphen treatment increased the percentage of

MAP2þ neuronal cells following differentiation in vitro and

there appeared to be a ceiling effect for the improved neu-

ronal differentiation in vitro (Figure 3). Furthermore, our in

vivo results confirmed that combined sequential treatment,

indeed, increased the total number of YFPþ cells (NSCs and

their progeny) at 4 weeks after stroke, within both the stria-

tum adjacent to the SVZ and SGZ of the hippocampus (Fig-

ures 6 and 7). We also compared the efficacy of combined

sequential treatment to PFT-a only treatment, comparison of

both locomotion function and cognitive function showed that

combined treatment more potently enhanced cognitive func-

tion but had similar actions on locomotion function, as com-

pared with single PFT-a treatment. This suggests that PFT-a
treatment alone may have reached a ceiling in relation to

locomotion functional improvement. However, additional

posiphen treatment can, importantly, further enhance cogni-

tive functional recovery in stroke animals.

Notable in our in vivo study, the posiphen dose used

(25 mg/kg daily) is of clinical relevance; equating to an

equivalent posiphen dose of 120 mg daily in a 60-kg human

(following normalization of body surface area between mice

and humans, in accord with US FDA guidelines58,64. More-

over, human brain posiphen levels were predicted to be in
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the order of 3.5 mM following a well-tolerated 60 mg dose,21

that is in line with concentrations of posiphen used in our

cellular studies. Whereas PFT-a and p53 inactivating agents

on the same backbone8,64,65 have yet to be approved for

clinical use, agents that mitigate neuronal apoptosis and

impact p53 and/or its downstream targets, potentially

(-)-phenserine and exendin-4,22,66–68 may provide such

actions and, thereby support the clinical translation of a

combined sequential inhibition of p53 and APP approach

to augment and optimize neurogenesis following neuronal

injury in humans. In addition, although extensive manipula-

tion of stem cells has the conceivable risk of leading to tumor

formation in mice, particularly if undertaken chronically, we

did not observe any tumor formation in combination treat-

ment mice over the duration of our study. Furthermore, the

fact that there appears to be a ceiling effect of neurosphere

proliferation/differentiation in vitro and the potential ceiling

effect that was evident for locomotion functional recovery in

vivo, suggest that dual therapy is safe in mice; particularly in

the light of our short-term, transient treatment schedule.

With the more potent efficacy in cognitive function recovery

demonstrated by the combined treatment, further work is

warranted to safely maximize endogenous neurogenesis as

a new and much needed treatment strategy for stroke, espe-

cially in relation to optimizing cognition.
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